Cops at Washington D.C. food stamp center move swiftly to try and suppress Labor Party candidate Jill Riley for Mayor of Charlotte. See p.6
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**Slave Labor Day**

**Blast U.S. Scab Programs**

by Don Baier

Oct. 1, SLAVE LABOR DAY—Ninety thousand welfare mothers in the Aid to Dependent Children program were scheduled to become eligible for the forced-labor Work Relief Employment Program today. U.S. Labor Party organizers against slave labor has set it back a month. Without pausing to celebrate this victory, Labor Party campaign workers across the country continued to organize marches, rallies and demonstrations against the Rockefeller-Beame scab law—now scheduled for implementation on Nov. 1—and similar recycling programs in other cities.

"In New York, the week's organizing was highlighted by successful marches through central Harlem and the South Bronx ghettos. The city was plastered with posters showing Labor Party mayoral candidate Tony Chaitkin charging Abe Beame, the erstwhile Democratic candidate, off the streets. The "Get Beame Hotline" in the Labor Party offices began ringing today in response to those posters and to Chaitkin's call broadcast a dozen times a day over stations WINS and WCBS: "Tell us when you see Abe "Slave Labor" Beame attempting to campaign. We will send out a truth squad. Call 865-9086 now!" And the Beame machine began to crack under the pressure. Abe Beame, after two months on the campaign trail, now favors a behind-the-scenes, the "heads-in-the-sand" approach of the "controlled" campaign.

The Ma-Mau group has been built up as big bad "black spokesmen." The Boston Police Department and the press during racial violence at local high schools in recent weeks.

"Police have allowed these hoodlums into the schools as a "liaison" between cops and protesters. Please turn to page 12.

**Latin American Regimes Hunt Revolutionaries**

Rucci was a small price for Peron to pay in order to carry out his long-planned extermination drive against the left. Already the Leftist-Peronist sation union in Cordoba has been bombed by rightists. Armed assaults burst into the offices of Enrique Granberg and murdered this leader of the wing of the Justified Peronists. And Peron himself came out with a major statement promising a "head-on struggle with Marxism" in response to the Rucci murder. "We must engage in an ideological purge of all the organizations of the (Peronist) movement," he threatened, thus insuring that the wave of anti-left violence will swell in the weeks ahead.

These Argentine developments are merely the most significant of the first of a long series of concentric political shock waves that will rock Latin America in the aftermath of the Chilean coup. As the military tightened its grip on the Chilean working class over the past week—rundown up, torturing and executing leftists—and reasserting the economy to capitalist normalcy—the local representatives of the international capitalist class in a number of other Latin American countries began to take advantage of the particular conditions of the Chilean victory and attempted to divide the working class.
Nairobi IMF Smokescreens Secret S.F. Conf

Continued from page 3

Barakaties Meet a Bloody Rebuff in Armed Boston Attack

Continued from page 3

Baraka's Forum... Continued from page 1

Hearne's alleged malfeasance concerns the seinen sale to Baraka's Emiggo paper.

Talk el Amir, who stayed away under campus police protection.

Clutching his cradled ribs and bleeding from his nose, Amuni spatun incoherently for five minutes, "I'm proud to be a racist.", he said. The anti-black community can't spend its own money on an attack on the cops. There are more important things to do."

The forum ended with a lively debate between two black students about Baraka's Emiggo paper and questions of revolution.

Baraka is a member of the militant Black Panther Party, which has a paramilitary wing known as the Black Panthers. The party was formed in the 1960s as a response to police brutality and racial discrimination.

The Black Panthers advocated a revolutionary approach to black liberation, including the use of violence to defend themselves and their communities. They sought to create a society where black people had control over their own lives and were free from exploitation and oppression.

The party's tactics included open defiance of the law, armed confrontations with police, and the distribution of political pamphlets and literature.

The Black Panthers were a part of the larger civil rights movement in the United States, which sought to end racial segregation and discrimination. The movement was characterized by nonviolent protests, sit-ins, and other forms of direct action.

The Black Panthers were also influenced by socialist and Marxist ideas, which emphasized class struggle and the need for a revolutionary transformation of society.

The party's tactics were often controversial, and they were met with violent opposition from the police and other law enforcement agencies. The Black Panthers were subjected to surveillance, harassment, and violence.

In the end, the Black Panthers were unable to achieve their goals, and the party was dissolved in the mid-1970s. However, their legacy lives on as an inspiration to other groups fighting for justice and liberation.